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 Recently, superposition coding (SC), Stanford University Interim (SUI) 

fading channel, user clustering, successive interference cancellation (SIC) 

mechanism has been incorporated into the power allocation design for 

attaining good performance. Nonetheless, the existing model works with 

cluster size up to 4 user per cluster and induce higher control channel 

overhead. In addressing this paper introduce an effective resource allocation 

(ERA) design for power domain non-orthogonal multiple access (PD-

NOMA) system. The ERA, first employ Zadoff Chu (ZC) coding, then 

power is allocated according to the distance considering 5 user per cluster. 

Finally, multi-level SIC is done at the receiver end. The ERA performance is 

studied by varying signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in terms of bit error rate 

(BER) considering a maximum of five users per cluster. Further, the ERA 

performance in terms of BER is tested under different scenario defined in 

SUI propagation scenario such as higher pathloss, moderate path loss, and 

low path loss. The throughput performance under varied density and speed is 

also studied; the ERA achieves much better performance in terms of ERA, 

SNR and throughput than standard multi-user downlink resource allocation 

(MUDRA) model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The escalating need for enhanced speed of data driven by the emergence of network protocols like 

fifth generation (5G) and sixth generation (6G) applications [1], [2], encompassing domains that include the 

internet of things (IoTs), video conferencing, vehicular communication, wearable devices and satellite 

communication, has undergone significant advancements. The proliferation of wireless networks has led to 

the integration of autonomous devices, including self-driving automobiles, intelligent houses, sophisticated 

cognitive technology, and various other applications. The observed outcome of this phenomenon is a notable 

rise in the quantity of consumers within the network cell, consequently transforming it into an ultra-dense 

cells [2]. The current resources available, including orthogonal-multiple-access (OMA) methods, are 

constrained by their orthogonalization, resulting in limitations on the total amount of users they can 

accommodate. Consequently, these methods are inadequate for addressing the demands of contemporary 

wireless communication. In order to ensure the fulfillment of these requirements, various access methods 

have been developed in prior works [3], [4]. These methods enable multiple users to efficiently utilize the 

available resources and effectively serve to overcrowded systems. Moreover, several noteworthy methods are 
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being recognized in the realm of 5G networks. These include non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [3], 

sparse-code-multiple-access (SCMA) [5], [6], low-density spreading multiple-access (LDSMA) [7], pattern-

division multiple-access (PDMA) [8], massive multiple-input and multiple-output (massive MIMO) [9], 

cooperative-communication [10], [11], and other similar approaches. Every one of the aforementioned 5G 

methods possesses distinct characteristics and is categorized according to various factors such as quality-of-

service (QoS), user-fairness, spectrum efficiency, minimal latency, and level of freedom. NOMA, an 

innovative technique for 5G networks, has been proposed as a means to alleviate the limitations imposed by 

orthogonality in both time and frequency domains, particularly in scenarios where cells are in close proximity 

to each other [12], [13]. 

The investigation of NOMA methods with superposition-coding at the point of transmission and 

successive-interference-cancellation (SIC) at the receiving ends is currently being conducted to meet the 

requirements of users in 5G wireless networks. According to the research conducted, NOMA has been found 

to provide several advantages including minimal latency, greater transfer rates, improved connectivity, and 

enhanced user-fairness [14]. In contrast to the orthogonal multiple access (OMA) strategies [15], NOMA 

enables simultaneous and concurrent service provision to users operating on identical frequency and time 

resources. In the past few years, there have been a presentation of two distinct types of NOMA techniques, 

namely power-domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) and code-domain NOMA (CD-NOMA) [16], [17]. 

In the context of PD-NOMA [5], it is observed that distinct power-levels (PLs) are allocated to user-

signals prior to the implementation of superposition-coding at the transmitter. The assignment of PLs is 

determined by considering the diverse distances along with channel-gains experienced by individual users. In 

the pursuit of attaining user-fairness in PD-NOMA systems, a notable approach involves the allocation of 

higher PLs for the signals of users who are situated greater distances away from the transmitter. The PLs 

assigned to users in proximity to the transmitter are comparatively lower, and this pattern continues for users 

located further away. Mahmood et al. [18] introduced user clustering up to 4 user per-cluster for power 

allocation and interference is addressed through multi-level SIC. However, the user density is expected to 

increase in 5G network, which prerequisite the power allocation design to accommodate higher cluster size. 

This motivates the research work develop 5 user per cluster for PD-NOMA system. Further, the existing 

induce higher delay and control channel overhead due to usage of superposition coding (SC); In reducing 

delay and control channel overhead the Zadoff Chu (ZC) coding is used. Finally, multi-level SIC similar to 

[18] is performed. The significance of the research work are as follows: 

− The ERA uses ZC to improve the speed of encoding and reduce control channel overhead. 

− ERA allow user clustering up to 5 user per cluster and multi-level SIC in PD-NOMA system. 

− The ERA work well under different path loss scenario i.e., high, moderate, and low path loss scenario. 

− The ERA attain better throughput and BER performance in comparison with existing multi-user downlink 

resource allocation (MUDRA) model. 

The manuscript is organized as follows. The section 2, studies various existing power allocation and 

SIC methodologies for PD-NOMA system and highlight the benefits ann limitation of existing methodologies. 

In section 3, the proposed methodology of effective resource allocation (ERA) design is presented. In section 4, 

the outcome obtained using ERA over MRUDA is provided. The last section provide the summary of the work 

and its enhancement over stat-of-art power allocation design and future scope of the work is highlighted. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This section presents survey of various technique of channel access mechanism in next-generation 

wireless network leveraging OMA and PD-NOMA system and highlight its significance and limitation of the 

current approaches. According to [19], PD-NOMA improves user-fairness and spectrum efficacy, making it 

desirable. Moreover, their assumption is that the NOMA’s practical execution is hindered by radio-frequency 

limitations like power-amplification (PA) nonlinearity (PAN). This work examined how PAN affects PD-

NOMA identification and suggested a random-fourier-feature (RFF)-based approach. The suggested RFF based 

approach yielded findings that were remarkably nearly identical to the perfect situation and substantially 

enhanced BER performance, according to computer simulations run under various PAN variations.  

Fu et al. [5], suggested a PD-NOMA along with sparse-code multiple-access (SCMA) uplink 

network to provide vast user connection. The receiver itself decodes overlaid signals using SIC and recurrent 

SCMA detection. By examining extrinsic-information transfer (EXIT) graphs, the rate of code transfer for 

error-correcting channel codes were optimized to balance network converging characteristics and spectral 

efficacy. The optimizing approach enhanced the spectral efficacy and BER. Luo et al. [6], compared the error 

rates of PD-NOMA and SCMA. With a standard PD-NOMA network [20], [21], SIC at the receiving end 

may propagate errors. Hence, SCMA uses transmission of messages decoding. By optimizing power-

allocation with pairwise-error likelihood and decoding using extended spherical decoder is the ideal way to 
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maximize PD-NOMA error-free efficiency. Lastly, this work concluded that channel estimate error affects 

GSD-based PD-NOMA, SIC, rayleigh-fading, and SCMA complicates multi-user detection techniques. 

The primary objective of [22], was to explore and analyze the possible abilities of power-domain 

PD-NOMA frameworks [23]. The outcomes of simulation-based modeling were presented to assess the 

efficacy of PD-NOMA frameworks during the uplink. This situation holds particular importance for IoTs 

networks, making it an intriguing area of study. In order to facilitate uplink video interactions [24], suggested 

a recursive codebook allocation that spans both the application and physical-layers. The channel-specific 

state data of the physical-layer determines the codebook allocation, and users interchange codebooks to 

reduce the video mean-square-error (MSE) and raise the average peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR). 

Additionally, this work suggested a deep-neural-network (DNN) method to simplify calculation. Next, a 

post-processing procedure was used to DNN outputs to meet codebook assigned requirements. 

The study [11] optimized allocation of power using foliage depth, SNR, and distance constraints. 

The fuzzy-inference technique assigned optimum power factors (PFs) to users near 5G base-station (BS).  

The network used collaborative relays near the user’s location to reduce signal loss and routing loss towards 

the faraway user. In 5G PD-NOMA, feasible micro-cells used different ways to improve system efficiency. 

In particular, the transmitting device used SC to effectively distribute energy and broadcast numerous signals. 

At the near-user side, SIC reduced overlaid interference with signals. Lastly, the far-user receiver used 

maximal-ratio combination (MRC) to optimize signal combination and reliability. These methods made the 

downlink PD-NOMA network more efficient and reliable in a 5G micro-cell scenario. Considering varied 

SNR conditions, easy-to-use and collaborative relaying PD-NOMA systems were examined for BER. Studies 

show that Collaborative PD-NOMA outperforms basic PD-NOMA. The suggested approach ensured equitable 

user-fairness in PD-NOMA systems through collaborative interaction, thereby improving system efficiency. 

5G BS and registered users communicate using a revolutionary low-complex short code-based 

method [25]. This secures PD-NOMA from anonymous users and interceptors [26]. Yue et al. [26], they 

developed a 3-step user-clustering approach to boost efficiency by choosing the most efficient cluster from 

all available clusters. Clustering reduces PD-NOMA failure likelihood. A multi-user decoding and 

forwarding collaborative relaying method using PD-NOMA was also presented called as Cop-PD-NOMA to 

expand 5G BS connectivity, In the multi-user Cop-PD-NOMA, powerful users (close to users) transmitted 

help to weaker users (away users) by means of froward and decode (F&D). A secure PD-NOMA network 

and the best user clustering method were achieved throughout validation. Multi-user collaboration excels 

over single-user collaboration in Cop-PD-NOMA transmission based on BER evaluations. The efficiency of 

multi-user downlink PD-NOMA was assessed in suburban settings, specifically considering the effects of 

SUI channel fading [18]. The allocation of PLs to baseline controlled user communication with phase 

changes was determined based upon the location of the users from the BS, prior to the implementation of 

Superposition-coding [27]. At the receiver ends, a multi-level SIC technique was employed. The objective of 

this study was to analyze the efficiency of BER in relation to SNR for a maximum of 4 users for each cluster. 

The comparison was conducted across various SUI systems that match to various suburban environments, 

each characterized by differing vegetation density values. The evaluation also includes an assessment of the 

maximum number of users for each cluster which can be facilitated under benchmark BER and SNR values. 

However, the traditional model induces control channel overhead and supports user per cluster size of 2 to 4. 

In addressing the next section present methodology that address control channel, reduce delay and support 5 

user per cluster for power allocation in PD-NOMA system. 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

Uplink-downlink resource optimization for 5G applications refers to the efficient allocation and 

management of communication resources in both the uplink and downlink directions of wireless communication 

networks. This optimization is essential for delivering the high-performance and low-latency requirements of 

diverse 5G applications, which include a wide range of services such as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), 

massive machine-type communication (mMTC), and ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC).  

This section outlines the approach employed in our study to optimize uplink-downlink resource-optimization for 

5G applications, with a specific focus on incorporating SUI fading-channel models. 

 

3.1.  System model 

The schematic diagram presented in Figure 1 illustrates a single-input single-output (SISO) 

downlink PD-NOMA system. In this setup, a BS is responsible for sending a combination of signals to a 

group of 𝑁 user-equipment (UEs). The signal of every user is subjected to base-band modulation employing 

binary-phase shift-keying (BPSK) and subsequently assigned a power-factor (PF) that is determined by its 

distance from the BS. The process of superposition-coding is executed at the BS in order to generate the 
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combination of signals. The combined signal undergoes transmission by carrying out a selective fading-channel 

known as the SUI channel, while being subjected to the presence of additive white gaussian noise (AWGN). 

The utilization of a root-raised cosine (RRC) filtering is a common practice in each of the transmitting and 

receiving stages of a communication system. This filter serves the purpose of pulse-shaping, which is essential 

for the mitigation of inter-symbol interference (ISI). The signal received is subjected to decoding processes by 

individual receivers, employing distinct stages of SIC techniques. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of all the 

steps which have been considered in the proposed model for transmitting signal from sender Tx to the receiver Rx. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. SISO downlink PD-NOMA system (U1 is near-user and U2 is far-user) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Block diagram for all the steps taken between Tx and Rx in the proposed PD-NOMA system 

 

 

The signal generated by the users within a cluster is subjected to modulation and allocated specific PF. 

This ensures that the combined signal is transmitted through the BS and is expressed using (1). In this study,  

we consider the variable 𝑚 which takes values starting from 1 and incrementing by 1, i.e., 𝑚 = 1, 2 , 3, …  𝑀.  

The variable 𝑀 represents the total count of clusters. Meanwhile, the variable 𝑘 takes values starting from 1 and 

incrementing by 1 until a certain condition is met, i.e., 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . 𝑁. The variable 𝑁 represents the total 

count of users within a given cluster. The variable 𝑠𝑚 , 𝑘(𝑡) denotes the communication signal associated with 

the 𝑘𝑡ℎ user within the 𝑚𝑡ℎ cluster. Additionally, 𝑝𝑘 represents the allocated PF for the specific user. In the 

pursuit of achieving user-fairness in PD-NOMA systems, a strategy is employed wherein lower PLs are assigned 
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to UEs that are in close proximity with the BS, while higher PLs are assigned to UEs that are situated at greater 

distances away from the BS. This allocation pattern is then extended to subsequent UEs in a similar manner. 

 

𝑐𝑚(𝑡) = ∑ √𝑝𝑘𝑠𝑚, 𝑘(𝑡)
𝑁
𝑘=1  (1) 

 

The total transmit power is defined through parameter 𝑝𝑏  and the total power allocated to each user 

is equal or less than the total transmitted power, which is represented using (2). Each PL is allocated in such a 

way that the total of all PFs equals one. i.e., using (3). The power-allocation is determined by considering the 

channel-gain and distance from BS of every user. The channel-gains of users 𝑟1, 𝑟2, 𝑟3, and 𝑟4 are arranged 

in the following order: ℎ1>ℎ2>ℎ3>ℎ4, as depicted in Figure 3. The PFs exhibit a hierarchical relationship, 

with 𝑝1 being the lowest and 𝑝4 being the highest, based on the current channel requirements. 

 

𝑝1 + 𝑝2 + 𝑝3 + 𝑝4 ≤ 𝑝𝑏 (2) 

 

∑ 𝑝𝑘 = 1
𝑁
𝑘=1  (3) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Block diagram of multi-user downlink PD-NOMA with the channel gains order ℎ1 > ℎ2 > ℎ3 > ℎ4 

 

 

3.2.  Mitigating interference 

This work uses phase-shift (PS) when modulating user signals to get across the significant 

interference caused by several users within the cluster. People using the service are subject to an overall PS 

of 
𝜋

2
 as presented in (4). In this study, the variable 𝑛 is defined as ranging from   to 𝑁 − 1, where 𝑁 

represents the overall total of users for every cluster. Within a cluster consisting of 4 users, denoted as 𝑈𝐸1, 

𝑈𝐸2, 𝑈𝐸3, and 𝑈𝐸4, each user’s signal exhibits a distinct PS. Specifically, 𝑈𝐸1 encounters a PS of 0 radians, 

𝑈𝐸2 encounters a PS of 
𝜋

2
 radians, 𝑈𝐸3 encounters a PS of 𝜋 radians, and 𝑈𝐸4 encounters a PS of 

3𝜋

2
 radians. 

The distribution of PLs is determined by considering the distance of every user, as discussed in [16], i.e., 

using (5). 
 

𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑃𝑆) = ±
𝑛𝜋

2
   𝑛 =  ,1,2…. (4) 

 

𝑝𝑖
′ =

𝑑𝑖

𝑑↑
   𝑖 = 1,2…𝑁 (5) 

 

The total PF, denoted as 𝑝𝑖
′, is a crucial parameter in the context of wireless communication systems.  

It is worth noting that 𝑑𝑖 represents the total distance of the ith user to the BS. In this particular scenario, the 

value of 𝑑↑ is set to 200 m, which is a commonly observed radius for BS coverage in 5G networks. The PFs are 

adjusted within the range of   to 1, in accordance with (6). Next, the RRC-filter (RRCF) is applied to every 
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cluster’s combined signal 𝑐𝑚(𝑡), ensuring (7). The signal that is transmitted for a cluster is denoted as 𝑥𝑚(𝑡), 
whereas the response of the RRCF is represented by 𝑔(𝑡). The signals from every cluster are superimposed  

using (8). 

 

𝑝𝑖 =
𝑝𝑖
′

∑ 𝑝𝑖
′𝑁

𝑖=1

   𝑖 = 1,2…𝑁 (6) 

 

𝑥𝑚(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑐𝑚(𝑡)𝑔(𝑡 − 𝑘𝑇)𝑗  (7) 

 

𝑥(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑥𝑚(𝑡)
𝑀
𝑚=1  (8) 

 

The combined signal 𝑥(𝑡) undergoes transmission using the SUI channel-model. The signal 

received by every 𝑈𝐸 encounters significant changes in signal strength due to environmental factors which is 

determined using (9). The variable 𝛼𝑘 represents the path-gain, while 𝑛𝑘 represents the AWGN associated 

with every kth user. Every 𝑈𝐸 gets the combined signal, that is then routed by means of RRCF for pulse 

structuring in order to minimize ISI. The signal is then decoded by implementing various levels of SIC at 

every receiver, as depicted in Figure 4. The resulting decoded signal is denoted as (10). The value of 𝑙 ranges 

from   for the longest 𝑈𝐸 to 𝑁 − 1 for the closest 𝑈𝐸 in (10). 

 

𝑦𝑘(𝑡) = 𝛼𝑘 ∙ 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑛𝑘(𝑡)   𝑘 = 1, 2, 3… (9) 

 

�̂�𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑦𝑘(𝑡) − ∑ 𝑥𝑙(𝑡)𝑙  (10) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. SIC at the Rx of UE1 in two users per cluster PD-NOMA system 

 

 

3.3.  Multi-user signal interference cancellation technique 

SIC is an essential component of NOMA systems, as it serves the purpose of mitigating the negative 

effects caused by interference signals originating from concurrent users. The combined signal, which 

encompasses all individual user signals, is received by every receiver. In a cluster consisting of N users, it is 

observed that the 𝑈𝐸 closest to the BS engages in N-1 levels of SIC. Similarly, the 𝑈𝐸 that is next closest 

towards the BS engages in N-2 levels of SIC, and this pattern continues for the remaining UEs in the cluster. 

The user located at the longest distance is able to successfully decode the signal using only the combined 

signal, without the need for SIC techniques. To ensure equitable treatment of users, i.e., user-fairness,  

the allocation of the total transmit power is determined based upon the individual channel-coefficients and 

user-distance. In accordance with established protocols, the decoding process prioritizes signals using the 

highest PL. Subsequently, signals with progressively lower PLs are decoded in the order of decreasing PL. 

In a conventional two-user PD-NOMA framework, the presence of two users, namely 𝑈𝐸1 (cell-center 

user) and 𝑈𝐸2 (cell-edge user), necessitates the implementation of SIC technique. This technique involves the 

utilization of 𝑈𝐸1, which is in close proximity to the BS, to mitigate any disruption resulting from the signal 

transmitted by 𝑈𝐸2. By employing SIC, the disruption induced by 𝑈𝐸2 signal can be effectively canceled, 

thereby enhancing the overall system performance. At the receiving end of 𝑈𝐸1, the demodulation and decoding 

process prioritizes the signal from 𝑈𝐸2 through a higher PL. The signal undergoes modulation once more, 

followed by multiplication with its unique PF, and subsequently subtraction from the combined signal, thereby 

facilitating the decoding of the 𝑈𝐸1 signal. The aforementioned observation is visually depicted in Figure 4. 

In the context of a PD-NOMA structure with a cluster configuration consisting of four users, it is 

observed that each 𝑈𝐸 is required to decode signals with relatively higher PLs, as depicted in Figure 5.  

The user denoted as 𝑈𝐸4 is able to extract its signal straight from the combined signal, thereby achieving the 

maximum distance of transmission. In the context of 𝑈𝐸 communication systems, it has been observed that 

𝑈𝐸3, which is ranked as the next most distant user, engages in a process known as SIC. This process involves 

several steps, beginning by performing the decoding of the signal transmitted by 𝑈𝐸4. Once the signal from 
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𝑈𝐸4 has been successfully decoded, 𝑈𝐸3 proceeds to modulate it. This modulation process involves 

modifying the characteristics of 𝑈𝐸4 signal in order to suit the specific requirements of 𝑈𝐸3. Additionally, 

𝑈𝐸3 multiplies the modulated signal using a PF, which allows for further adjustments to the signal’s PL. 

Finally, 𝑈𝐸3 subtracts the resulting modulated and power-adjusted signal through the combined 

signal it receives. This subtraction step is crucial in mitigating interference and enhancing the overall quality 

of the received signal. Consequently, the combined signal is processed, along with the 𝑈𝐸3 signal identified 

as the dominant signal in terms of power, and subsequently decoded. The 𝑈𝐸2 receiver engages in SIC 

techniques to process the data signals from 𝑈𝐸4 and 𝑈𝐸3, while 𝑈𝐸1 employs SIC for obtaining its very own 

signals from 𝑈𝐸4, 𝑈𝐸3, and 𝑈𝐸2 signals, respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Block diagram for all the steps taken between Tx and Rx in the proposed ERA in PD-NOMA system 

 

 

3.4.  SUI channel modelling 

The SUI channel model was introduced in [28] and is further extended for sub-urban and heavy-

vegetation with SUI propagation model in [29]; further, according to environment condition it is further 

divided into three scenarios as defined below. The scenario 1, defines a hilly area with very good amount to 

heavy tree densities; the environment exhibits very high path loss. The scenario 2, defines a hilly climatic 

condition with vast vegetation at the terrain level; the environment exhibits moderate path loss. The scenario 3, 

defines a environment with small tree cover; the environment exhibits very minimal path loss. For SUI 

systems operating in ranges of frequencies beyond 2 𝐺𝐻𝑧, the standard PL calculation is adjusted using the 

variables mentioned in references [30]-[32]. These variables include the frequency range adjustment 𝑋𝑓𝐶  and 

the receiver’s height adjustment 𝑋𝑅𝑋. The following is the 𝑃𝐿𝑆𝑈𝐼  in 𝑑𝐵 is presented using the (11) and (12):  

 

𝑃𝐿𝑆𝑈𝐼(𝑑)[𝑑𝐵] = 𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(𝑓, 1𝑚)[𝑑𝐵] + 1 log10 (
𝑑

𝑑0
) + 𝑋𝑓𝐶 + 𝑋𝑅𝑋 + 𝑋𝜎 (11) 
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where, 

 

𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(1𝑚)[𝑑𝐵] = 2 log10 (
4

𝛿
) + 𝑋𝑓𝐶 + 𝑋𝑅𝑋 + 𝑋𝜎 (12) 

 

the variable 𝛿 is used to represent the velocity of light in a state of vacuum. The preceding equation is 

presented in a simplified way, using (13). Also, the variable 𝑛 is calculated using (14). Further, the variable 

𝑋𝑓𝐶  is evaluated using (15). The computation of the variable 𝑋𝑅𝑋 for the terrain type 𝐴 and 𝐵 is performed 

using (16). The computation of the variable 𝑋𝑅𝑋 for the terrain type 𝐶 is performed according to (17). 

 

𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(1𝑚)[𝑑𝐵] = 32.4[𝑑𝐵] + 2 log10(𝑓𝐺𝐻𝑧) (13) 

 

𝑛 = 𝑎 − 𝑏 ∙ ℎ𝑇𝑋(𝑚) +
𝑐

ℎ𝑇𝑋(𝑚)
 (14) 

 

𝑋𝑓𝐶 = 6log10 (
𝑓𝑀𝐻𝑧

2000
) , 𝑓 > 2 𝐺𝐻𝑧 (15) 

 

𝑋𝑅𝑋 = −1 .8log10 (
ℎ𝑅𝑋(𝑚)

2
) , 𝑓 > 2 𝐺𝐻𝑧 (16) 

 

𝑋𝑅𝑋 = −2 log10 (
ℎ𝑅𝑋(𝑚)

2
) , 𝑓 > 2 𝐺𝐻𝑧 (17) 

 

The variables 𝑓𝐺𝐻𝑍, 𝑓𝑀𝐻𝑧 and 𝑓 represent the carrier’s frequency in units of 𝐺𝐻𝑧, 𝑀𝐻𝑧, and 𝐻𝑧, 

respectively. The value of 𝑛 denotes the path-loss coefficient. FSPL represents the empty space path-loss in 

𝑑𝐵 at an initial distance of 1 meter. 𝑋𝑅𝑋 and 𝑋𝑓𝐶  are modification elements for recipient frequencies and 

heights, respectively. Lastly, 𝑋𝜎 represents a zero-valued mean shadowing parameter having standard 

deviation of 𝜎. 

 

3.5.  Channel gain study 

In the context of wireless communication systems, it is observed that the user with the highest 

channel-gain possesses the capability to successfully decode and recover the signals transmitted by other 

users who have comparatively lower channel-gains. According to the channel-gain order, it can be observed 

that the channel-gain values follow the sequence ℎ1 > ℎ2 > ℎ3 > ℎ4. The proposed methodology involves 

the implementation of a three-level SIC technique in order to mitigate the impact of signals originating from 

𝑟2, 𝑟3, and 𝑟4. In the same way, it is worth noting that 𝑟2 will utilize a two-level SIC technique in order to 

successfully remove the signals from both 𝑟3 and 𝑟4. On the other hand, 𝑟3 will use a single-level SIC 

approach to solely remove the signals from 𝑟4. Lastly, because of its specific characteristics, namely a low 

channel-gain and significant power, 𝑟4 is going to immediately decode its own signal without any SIC 

technique. In the context of a multi-user downlink situation, it is observed that powerful users are able to 

effectively mitigate the interference resulting from weakened users by employing SIC technique. As a result, 

these powerful users are able to achieve higher levels of throughput in comparison to their weaker 

counterparts. The (18) denoting the throughput of user 𝑟𝑖 within the multi-user downlink PD-NOMA 

situation can be found in reference [33]. Further, in (18), the variable 𝑁𝑖 represents the noise power spectrum 

density associated with the 𝑖𝑡ℎ user. The data rate attained in the scenario of a multi-user uplink PD-NOMA 

can be determined using [33]. 
 

𝑟𝑖  = log2 (1 +
𝑝𝑖|ℎ𝑖|

2

∑ 𝑝𝑗|ℎ𝑖|
2𝑖−1

𝑗=1 +𝑁𝑖
),   ∀= 1,2,3,4,5. (18) 

 

𝑟𝑖  = log2 (1 +
𝑝𝑖|ℎ𝑖|

2

∑ 𝑝𝑗|ℎ𝑖|
24

𝑗=1 +𝑁𝑖
),   ∀= 1,2,3,4,5. (19) 

 

The primary distinguishing factor among downlink and uplink PD-NOMA lies in the SIC order.  

In the context of data transmission, it is observed that throughout the downlink phase, the decoding process 

prioritizes the farthest or weakened user data. Conversely, during the uplink phase, the decoding process 

gives priority to the nearby or powerful user data. The primary focus of PD-NOMA remains intact as it 

employs power level-based signal decoding. In either the downlink and uplink, it is imperative to prioritize 

the decoding of signals with the most power at every respective receiver. Within the context of the downlink, 

it has been observed that powerful users are able to acquire transmissions without any interference.  

This desirable outcome is achieved by effectively eliminating the signals from weakened users by means of 
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the employment of the SIC technique. During the uplink phase, the signals of weakened users undergo 

decoding after the interference caused by powerful users is eliminated. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This section studies the performance of proposed ERA design over existing MUDRA [18]. The overall 

work is implemented using C# and MATLAB programing language using SIMITS [34], [35] and NYUSIM 

[36], [37]. In this work, three different scenarios are considered, the scenario 1, defines a complex path loss due 

to average-heavy tree density and hilly terrain, the scenario 2, defines a moderate path loss due to heavy 

vegetation at the terrain and hilly terrain climatic condition, scenario 3, defines a minimal path loss due to small 

tree density at the terrain. The bit error rate (BER) performance is measured considering different SNR i.e., 

between -0 dB to 30 dB. The Table 1 discusses the simulation parameter considered for evaluation. 

 

 

Table 1. Simulation parameter 
Parameter Value 

No. of users 100 

User clustering 2 to 5 user/cluster 

Mobility of user 3 to 7 m/s 
Simulation area 100 m * 100 m 

Minimum distance from BS 10 m 

Terrain type Scenario 1, scenario 2, and scenario 3 
PFs 0 to 1 (Configured as per (5) and (6)) 

Filter used Root raised cosine filter [21] 

Fading channel model SUI fading channels [21] 
Phase shift  , 

𝜋

2
, 𝜋, and 

3𝜋

2
 

Doppler spread frequency 0.25 to 0.5 Hz 
SNR 0 dB to 30 dB 

Path loss Computed using (11) 

Properties Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Path delay [0 14 20] [0 0.4 0.9] [0 0.4 0.9] 

Path gain [0-10-14] [0-5-10] [0-12-15] 

Doppler spreads 0.5 0.5 0.25 

 

 

4.1.  BER performance with different SUI fading scenarios 

The section studies the performance achieved using MUDRA and ERA in terms of BER under 

varied SNR for three different scenarios. The BER performance for varied SNR for scenario 1 is graphically 

shown in Figure 6. From figure it can be interpretated that the proposed ERA model significantly reduces the 

BER in comparison with MUDRA. The BER performance for varied SNR for scenario 2 is graphically 

shown in Figure 7. From figure it can be interpretated that the proposed ERA model significantly reduces the 

BER in comparison with MUDRA. The BER performance for varied SNR for scenario 3 is graphically 

shown in Figure 8. From figure it can be interpretated that the proposed ERA model significantly reduces the 

BER in comparison with MUDRA. 
 

 

  
 

Figure 6. BER performance considering 5 user per 

cluster for scenario 1 

 

Figure 7. BER performance considering 5 user per 

cluster for scenario 2 
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Figure 8. BER performance considering 5 user per cluster for scenario 3 
 

 

4.2.  BER performance with user density per cluster 

This section studies the BER performance considering varied user density per cluster where user 

moves through different environment condition defined in scenarios 1 to 3. The user density is varied from 2 

to 5 per cluster and simulation is conducted and BER under varied SNR is graphically described in Figure 9. 

From figure it can be interpretate as smaller number of users per cluster exhibit less BER and larger number 

of users per cluster exhibit higher BER. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9. BER performance considering different user density per cluster 
 

 

4.3.  Packet transmission performance 

This section studies the throughput performance considering varied user density per cluster and 

varied mobility speed where user moves through different environment condition defined in scenarios 1 to 3. 

The user density is varied from 2 to 5 per cluster and simulation is conducted and throughput under varied 

user per cluster is graphically described in Figure 10. From figure it can be interpretate as smaller number of 

users per cluster exhibit less throughput and larger number of users per cluster exhibit higher throughput.  

The user mobility speed is varied between 3 m/s to 7 m/s and simulation is conducted and throughput under 

varied mobility speed is graphically described in Figure 11. From figure it can be interpretate lesser speed 

exhibit higher throughput and larger speed exhibit lesser throughput. 
 

 

  
 

Figure 10. Throughput vs density 
 

Figure 11. Throughput performance vs mobility speed 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This work introduces an ERA design for PD-NOMA encompassing multiple users. In this work, the 

model first performs ZC                           ’      ;     ,                                        

according to its distance (i.e., the signal degraded with increasing in distance between users and BSs).  

The existing model perform power clustering considering 2 to 4 user per cluster; however, in thus work five 

user per cluster is considered. In further enhancing performance Maximum phase shifts process is added.  

The performance of ERA is studied in terms of varied SNR considering different scenario using SUI fading 

model. Total three different scenarios such as heavy, moderate, and small fading is considered.  

The throughput attained is also studied considering varying speed and number of users per cluster. The result 

shows increasing number-of user per cluster increases BER in the network; however, higher throughput is 

experienced when we increase the number of users per cluster, this is because as user are increased more data 

is generated in the network. the existing resource allocation design in PD-NOMA are tested considering static 

users; however, in this study the user are mobile in nature; thus, the throughput performance is studied under 

varied mobility speed. the overall result achieved shows the ERA significantly reduces BER and attain higher 

throughput in comparison with existing MUDRA model considering SUI fading scenarios. The future work 

would consider incorporating both LOS and NLOS component in to the propagation model and also 

incorporate the effect of mobility impacting path-loss in complex urban scenario for effective smart 

application provisioning. 
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